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The vibrations of a swept wing vrlth ribs parallel to the dxection 

of flight are considered theoretically. The couplugs of torsion ad 

flemre due to the slevness of ?;he rxbs and the building-in of the root 

section am mwsti@ted. 
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1 Introduction 

The modes and frequencies of a swept wing with ribs parallel to 
the dlrectlon of flrght are considered. The skewness of the ribs and 
the bulldug-m of the skew root sectlon each give rise to a coupling 
of torsion and flexure. The effects of each couplug on the frequencies 
of vlbratron are consrdered. In addltlon, the lntroductlon of skew ribs 
unto the structural geometry changes the torsional and flexural stlffnesses. 
The effects of these changes on the frequencxs of vlbratlon are considered. 

The basrc dlfferentlal equations are deduced usmng the general sed 
t approxunate theory for torsion and bendlng as developed by MansfIeld . 

Attention 1s mauly centred upon the fundamentalmodes and 
frequencies. 

2 Assumptions and structural characteristics 

(1) The wing 1s represented by a L-boom thzn-walled cylrndrlcal 
box of singly symmetrical rectangular cross-section, reuforced 
with stringers and ribs. 

(11) The ribs are parallel to the dlrectlon of flight. 

(111) The generalised approximate theory fpr torsion and bendlng 
as developed by MansfIeld' may be used. 

(IV) Load-deflectIon relatrons are lmear. 

(v) The shear and uertla centres of a cross-sectlon comclde. 

(VI) Shear deflectIon, and shear lag msy be Ignored. 

3 The dflferentlal equations - -- 

MansfIeld has shown that the deformation of a swept wuxg may be 
determined from the relatuxx: 

(1) 

These relations correspond to the approximate theory for torsion 
and bendmg, there 1s the cross-stiffness term SW because the ribs are 
not at right angles to the spars. Expressions for Sx, Sy', and Svy, 
corresponding to a l+-boom, thin-walled, cylu&-lcalbox of singly symmetrl- 
oal rectangular cross-sectlon, are given u Appendix I. 

Smce It 1s assumed that the shear and mertla centres coincide, the 
equlllbr-um equations of the wing are: 

ad 
z-Jg=O, 
dx 

d55L +mk=O. 
a2 

(2) 
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In considering a mode of' vibration, 8 and z vary slnusoidally 
with tune, and therefore the time element may be eliminated from equatxon 
(2) to give: 

aM 
xt Jp% = 0, 
ax 

$ 

a2 
- mp2z = 0 . 

(3) - 

The drfferentlal equations for 63 and e oan be obtauxed from 
equations (1) and (3), and can be expressed m non-drmenslonal form as 
follows: 

The solutions of equation (I+), apart from the tune varlatlon, may 
be wrltten: 

0 =A, smas + A2 cos@ + A3 sm@E +A4 CoSP& +A5 Sdhf,+& co*hYL 

y=B, smn~;+B~ cosa~+B~ smPF,+B4 cosPE +B5 sdYc+B6 coshY& 

where a, B, Y, are real, and are such that 

+ la, + W, +_Y, 

are the roots of: 

(r2 + h2)(r2 

and by vwtue of equations 

AI 

+ p2)(r2 - p2) - K. 2.6=0 2 

1) ati (31, 

5=Ag=-,Y 
-1 , 

B6 B5 

(6) 

(7) 



Further relations between the constants A and B m equation (5) 
are to be determined from the boundary cond1tlons, introduced 1n para. 4. 

4 The modes and frequenc;e 

The modes and frequencies for some spec~.l cases wlllnow be 
considered. In para. 4.1, attention 1s concentrated upon the influence 
of the cross-sttifness coupling (IC) due to the skewness of the ribs. In 
para. 4.2, tk effects on the frequencxs of vlbratzon of changes in the 
torsional and flexural strffnesses due to the lrltroductlon of skew ribs 
mto the structure are considered. In para. 4.3, attention 1s concentrated 
upon the influence of the coupling due to the bmldmg-m of the skew root 
section. 

4.1 The coup1x.n~ due to the skewness of the ribs -- 

The modes and frequencxs for two special cases are now consldered, 
taking into account the skew rrb coupling (K). The case of a wing 
vlbratmg m slnusoldal modes IS consldered fwst in para. 4.11. In 
para. 4.12 the vibrations of a wing built-m along the normal section 
D'OC' (see F1g.l) are consIdered. The dnalysls of the modes and frequencxes 
in para. 4.11 IS rigorous, the analysx IX para. 4.12 (continued in 
Appendur II) 1s more complicated and gives only approximate results. 

4.11 The WIJ-IR vlbratlng H?. slnusoldal modes 

A sunple slnusoldal mode of vlbratlon, with a wavelength of 2L, 
which satlsfres equation (5), 1s given by: 

e=AsmE,, 

z = B cos E . I 

The frequency equation, obtained by substltutlng equation (8) U-I equation 
(4) 1s: 

(1 -"A*)(1 - &I + p2) - K2 = 0 ) (9) 

and it is possible to obtain the solutions of equation (9) in the form: 

c 2 h= v 2 + I- +A jl + (p-rf , 

P2 = ; 
t 

+i ;("*-I~ ” 
2 

2 2 
/i-$jzJf. 

(10) 

Sulce K is small, h and cI are apprnxlmately equal to unxty for all 
values of v (they are exactly equal to pity If H is zero) and there- 
fore the corresponding modes of vlbbratlon may, 111 general, be associated 
with a predominantly torsional and a predom-tly flexural mode respec- 
t1vely. 

The fractional changes 1~ frequency due to the introduction of the 
skew rib coupling, for these predominantly torsional and predominantly 
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flexural modes, are obtained from equation (10) and have been plotted 
against v m Flg.3 for various values of K . The greatest and least 
values of these fractional changes occur when v = 1, and are grvenby: 

(h - I)” _ , = (1 + .K)G - 1 , 

(LIZ - I)" = , = (1 T K)& - 1 . 1 

(11) _ 

A useful and non-dlmenslonal measure of the proportion of flexure 
to torsion zn a mode 1s afforded by the ratio gye . Using equations (7), 

(81, and (10) It maybe shown that, for the predom~antly torsronal mode, 

and for the predominantly flexuralmode, 

(13) 

These ratios have been plotted against v for various values of K u 
F1g.2. 

The jump dlscontmultles at v = 1 shown In Frgs. 2 and 3 occur 
because as the value of !J passes through the region surroundrng v= 1 
the predom-tly torslonal mode, due to Its increasing flexural component, 
gradually changes into a predomlnsntly flexural mode and, conversely, the 
predommantly flexural mode, due to Its IncreasIng torslonal component, 
gradually changes Into a predommsntly torsional mode. At v = 1 the 
modes cannot be recognrsed as being either predornlnantly torslonal or 
predominantly flexural. 

4.12 General modes of vlbratlon 

The modes and frequencies of a wing burlt-m along the normal sectlon 
D'OC' (see Frg.1) are now consrdered. 
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The boundary conditions at the root (< = 0) and at the free end 
(t;=?c) are: 

(1) (9) t=o 
=o, (IV) 

(11) WE; = o = 0 9 (VI (“Jc=* =OJ (14) 

(4 
(111) r& 

0 dx c= 0 =o, 

The modes and frequencies may be determined by combining these 
conditions with the general expressions for @ and 
equation (5). 

z given 2n 
The analysis LS, however, complicated, an outline of it 

1s given in Appendix II. Results which are obtamed lndrcate that the 
effect of the skew rib coupling on the fundamentalfraquenc~cs of vibra- 
tmn 1s negligibly sSnall. 

4.2 The effects on the frequencies of -- chani;es in the torsional an: --______ 
flexural stiffncses duo to tht introductlcn of skew ribs -- -_ --- 

The stiffening of a swept wing with ribs parallel 'cc the direction 
of flight introduces a degree of skewness into the structure, which, 
besides coupling the torsional and flexural vibrations, also changes the 
torsional and flexural stiffnesses. Owing to these changes in stiffness, 
the fractional change in frequency assocyated with the torsional modes is: 

' 
(15) 

and the fractional change in frequency associated with the flexural modes 
18: 

- I. (46) 

These fractional changes have been plotted against the sweepback angle 
(4 in F1g.4. Details of the particular wing cross-section which IS 
considered are given ti Appendix IV. Fig.4 shows that, when ri x45', 
there 1s 8. maxvnum fractional uxrease In frequency for the torsuxxd 
modes of 0.06; the fractional change in frequency for the flexural modes 
1s small for q (500. 
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4.3 The coupling due to the busldmg-m of the skew root section -- 

Attention 1s now concentrated upon the coupling due to the bulldug- 
m of the skew root sectlon WC (set Flg.1). the skew rib ccupllng 1s wnored. 
The skew root effect 1s consldtxed by comparug the Imodes and frequencies 
of the swept wmg, with the modes and frequencies of a sxnllar wing bult- 
m along the normal sectIon D’OC’. Root boundary condltlons are formulated 

by whxh the,po ItIons C ?nd D are fued; the two Ideal condxtxons that 

the slopes ;k 
\dx 1 

at C and D are each zero, are replaced by the single 

condltlon that the algebralo sum of those slopes 1s zero. 

The root condltlons are now, 

(1) (z + be) 
<= 

=o, 
r: 

(11) (2 - be) ~= -t; = 0 , 
(17) 

and the conditions at the free end of the wxng (E = K) are the same as 
those given In equation (14). 

Smce the rib coupling 1s Ignored, the constants A3, A4, “5, Ag, 
B,, **a are zero, so that a mode of vlbratlon is given by: 

8 = A, smh~ + A2 cosh& 

(18) 

3 S~CIC +B 4 DOS QC + B5 sti i-lr, + B6 Gosh GC. 

The constants A and B may now be elunwated to give the frequency 
equation: 

Using equation (IY), the fractional changes in frequemy due to the 
introduction of the skew root couplrng may be determuled. In Fig. 5 the 
fractional changes 111 frequency for the fundamental predominantly torsional 
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(c). CROSS SECTION. 

FIG.1 (a,b 8 c). THE WI NG, SHOWING NOTATION. 



FIG 2(asb). 

0 a . PREDOMINANTLY TORSIONAL MODE. 

I, I 

0.5 

-1 I I I I I 

6). PREDOMINANTLY FLEXURAL MODE. 

FlG2(artiJ. THE WING VIBRATING IN 
SINUSOIDAL MODES ( Sx = S%). 



I I 

0 a . PREDOMINANTLY TORSI ONAL MODE 

.3(arb). 

(b)- PREDOMINANTLY FLEXURAL MODE. 

FIG. 3 (ar’b); ‘-FRACTIONAL CHANGES IN 
FREQUENSCY DUE TO THE SKEW RIB 
COUPLING -THE WING VIBRATING IN 

SI NUS01 DAL MODES. 



FIG .4. 0.08 

FLEXIJRAL 

/ 

XE 0.3 4 = 22 IN. 
Y = O-25 A =6 IN. 
0~0.25 t ‘0.1 IN. 
I, + I, = 86.4 (lNJ4 w, = w* = 2. 

FIG. 4. FRACTIONAL CHANGES IN FREQUENCY 
DUE TO STIFFNESS CHANGES ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF SKEW RIBS. 



I FIG.S(aab): 

5~0.6 

5=0.45 

I I I ! 

( > a . PREDOMINANTLY TORSIONAL MODE. . 

(b)- P‘REDOMI NANTLY FLEXURAL MODE. 

FIG. 5 (a 8.b); .FRACTI ONAL CHANGES IN 
FREQUC-NCY DUE TO THE SKEW ROOT 6 COUPLIfdjG FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL MODES 

OF VI BRATION. 



FIG.6. 
I 

._ i 
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SECTION a, a, 

0.1” 
.---- 4” ------- 

FIG. 6. DETAILS OF THE SWEPT WING USED 

AS EXAMPLE. 






